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COAL MINE DESIGN WITH DIFFICULT FLOOR CONDITIONS
MEA was engaged to assess the mineability of a coal reserve with difficult mine floor conditions
in central Illinois. It was deemed that this coal reserve could not be effectively mined because of
the deep soft, unstable mine floor conditions. Moreover, over 150 subsided areas could be
identified over an adjacent abandoned room-and-pillar coal workings. These subsidence events
were likely the result of numerous floor failures after groundwater pooling on the mine floor. This
mine was about 150 ft. deep where the coal reserve in question was roughly 490 ft. and
consequently would have considerably greater pillar load that the floor would have to bear.
From a number of core borings done, the geologic and geotechnical conditions were identified
across the coal reserve. The reserve’s mine floor lithology is depicted in Figure 1.
To assess the ability of the mine
floor to support the overburden
loads it was important to identify the
thickness or depth of the immediate,
weak, and non-durable fine grained
rocks.
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GENERALIZED FLOOR GEOLOGIC COLUMN
ACROSS THE COAL RESERVE

To determine the coal pillar bearing stress that the non-durable mine floor could handle, it was
important to determine what its engineering properties were through various degrees of
softening when eventually exposed to flooding from groundwater seepage. This was quantified
by performing one dimensional oedometer tests on the various fine grained immediate floor
rocks across the reserve. From this testing, an assessment could be made of how much swell
(or softening) occurred at different imposed vertical pressures. Test results of non-durable floor
samples tested are provided in Figure 2. From this figure, it can be seen that vertical (pillar)

pressures of 320 psi to more than
510 psi must be present for no
softening to occur when the sample
was exposed to moisture.
The other important factor to assess
is how fast does the softening occur
with the reduction of applied vertical
pressure. This would establish the
engineering properties the when the
fine grained floor located mainly
under the pillar was in a partly
softened state. Test data shows the
limited softening occurs with vertical
applied pressures to about 30 to 90
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RANGE OF SWELL PRESSURE VERSUS SWELL (OR
SOFTING) PLOTS ON NON-DURABLE MINE FLOOR
SAMPLES WHEN EXPOSED TO WATER

To analyze the bearing capacity of
the

mine

floor

considering

the

ultimate states of floor softening
under the pillar and in the mine
entry,

numerical

modeling

was

necessary. Figure 3 depicts the
modeled floor softing conditions.
The ultimate floor bearing capacity
could then be determined.
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the mine floor conditions across the coal reserve, a much greater understanding of the extremely
weak floor could be determined. As a result, the ultimate mine floor support variables could be
identified resulting in a more viable coal mining scenario where the reserve was considered
effectively unmineable due to difficult floor conditions to one which had economic value.
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